Workshop: State-Citizenship Relations in Greater Central Asia

October 18th-19th, 2019 (Národní 3, Prague 1, room 205)

Friday, October 18

09:00 Registration. Participant welcome.
09:30 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS: Jarmila Ptáčková and Malika Bahovadinova
10:00-11:30 Panel One: Citizenship un/enunciations in historical context
11:30-11:50 COFFEE BREAK
11:50-13:50 Panel Two: State imaginaries, governmentality, and local practices
   1. Mei Ding (Research Centre of Anthropological and Ethnological Studies, Fudan University). “Citizenship and witchcraft in the age of uncertainty”
   4. Xirentana B. Shurentana (Charles University). “The State-society Interplay in Mongolia’s Relationship with China: Friend or Foe?”
13:50-15:00 LUNCH
15:00-16:30 Panel Three: Modalities of “citizenship” I
   1. Sanchir Jargalsaikhan (University College of London), Deliberative democracy and polling in Mongolia’s Constitutional Change: Deliberation or Depoliticisation?

16:30-17:00 COFFEE BREAK

17:00-18:00 KEYNOTE SPEECH: **Sara Friedman** (Indiana University)

**Saturday, October 19**

09:00-10:00 Panel Four: Modalities of “citizenship” II

1. **Paul O’Connor** (Lingnan University). “Citizenship under siege in Hong Kong”


3. **Ondřej Klimeš** (Oriental Institute, Czech Academy of Sciences) “Forging neo-socialist subjects: reengineering of Xinjiang’s Muslim communities since 2009”

10:30-11:00 COFFEE BREAK

11:30-13:00 Panel Five: Migration, law and citizens in the making

1. **Farkhad Alimukhamedov** (LaSSP, Sciences Po Toulouse). “Migration patterns and state-citizen (non citizen) relations in post-Soviet Central Asia.”

2. **Maria Sole Continiello Neri** (Higher School of Economics). “Extradition and Expulsion of Central Asian migrants from Russia through the lens of the European Court of Human Rights.”

3. **Elena Borisova** (University of Manchester). “‘Man grazhdanstvo megiram’: exploring citizenship in Tajikistan as an ethnographic category.”

4. **Tohir Kalandarov** (Institute of Ethnography, Russian Academy of Sciences) and **Malika Bahovadinova** (Oriental Institute; University of Manchester). “Future in the present: temporality and agency in dual citizenships amongst Tajik-Russian citizens”

13:00-13:30 FINAL DISCUSSION, CONCLUDING REMARKS

The event takes place with the kind support of the **Strategy AV21** of the Czech Academy of Sciences.